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Briefing Sheet Fukushima Dalichi

ET Overview and Priorities
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed
for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or
transferred to new system. Assessment (M. Evans, NSIR lead) of the new process/staffing
level was discussed in a senior level meeting today with all office POCs.
ET turnover includes: WebEoc turnover list, one page briefing sheet, list of major documents
and tasker list
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30
minutes, then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press
conference - EDO lead to prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
USAID will continue to support until May 1.
Agency Sitreps are scaling back to once per day prefer early release; need to determine best
time for NRC.
OPA hosted two producers from the CBS 60 Minutes show in the Ops Center on 4/14 around
2 p.m.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) and plant stability determination sent to line organization
Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Global Assessment document as needed.
RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a breach in Units 2 and 3 RPVs.
GEH still evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.
Responded to Congressman Markey's staffer's questions.
4/14 NISA TEPCO Meeting: After a long discussion of the sampling results from Unit 4's
Spent Fuel Pool, TEPCO concluded that the likelihood of damaged fuel in the pool was low.
Reviewing interim assessment.
Reviewing the composite document.
PMT Overview and Priorities
- 'Provided concurrence and comments to OSTP for technical basis to support Japan
Ambassador recommendation to not renew the voluntary authorized departure from Tokyo.
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate
,phase ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC).
Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
PACOM request for long term access to NRC expertise addressed by recommending that
24/7 contact with HOO be identified as the contact pathway.
LT Overview and Priorities
LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document
updates in support of the Consortium calls.
The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday.
To support these meetings, the consortium calls will move to Monday and Wednesday.
Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the
AT& T air cards were reactivated.
- The next Consortium call will be Monday evening at 2000 (EDT).
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Briefing Sheet Fukushima Dalichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed
for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or
transferred to new system. Assessment (M. Evans, NSIR lead) of the new process/staffing
level was discussed in a senior level meeting today with all office POCs.
- ET turnover includes: one page briefing sheet, list of major documents and tasker list
- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30
minutes, then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press
conference - EDO lead to prepare presentation.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
USAID will continue to support until May 1.
Pete Lyons' (DOE) notes from his Japan Trip (April 5-8, 2011) can be found on the M drive
(M:\Japanese Earthquake & Tsunami Response\Japan One Pager\Documents mentioned in One-Pager)

Agency Sitreps are scaling back to once per day prefer early release; need to determine best
time for NRC.
OPA hosted two producers from the CBS 60 Minutes show in the Ops Center on 4/14 around
2 p.m.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) and plant stability determination sent to line organization
Assisting the Japan Site Team wi h the Global Assessment document as needed.
RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a breach in Units 2 and 3 RPVs.
GEH still evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.
Working on response to Congressman Markey's questions
4/14 NISA Tepco Meeting: After a long discussion of the sampling results from Unit 4's
Spent Fuel Pool, TEPCO concluded that the likelihood of damaged fuel in the pool was low.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Provided concurrence and comments to OSTP for technical basis to support Japan
Ambassador recommendation to not renew the voluntary authorized departure from Tokyo.
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate
phase ingestion pathway dose determination. (task #4701, request sent to NRR POC).
Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG results are being reported in DOE
SITREPs.
PACOM request for long term access to NRC expertise addressed by recommending that
24/7 contact with HOO be identified as the contact pathway.
LT Overview and Priorities
LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document
updates in support of the Consortium calls.
Since there will not be another Cabinet meeting until Thursday (JDT), it was agreed that the
next Consortium call will be Thursday evening at 2000 (EDT) (none on Wednesday)
The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. The Site
Team in Japan will discuss whether or not to move the Consortium calls to align with the
evenings that the Cabinet meets. They will let HQ know their preference.
Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the
AT& T air cards were reactivated.
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ET Overview and Priorities
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed
for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or
transferred to new system. Assessment (M. Evans, NSIR lead) of the new process/staffing
level will be developed by COB Thursday, 4/14 for Chairman's presentation on Friday, 4/15.
ET turnover includes: one page briefing sheet, list of major documents and tasker list
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30
minutes, then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press
conference - EDO lead to prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
USAID will continue to support until May 1.
Pete Lyons' (DOE) notes from his Japan Trip (April 5-8, 2011) can be found on the M drive
(M:Japanese Earthquake & Tsunami Response\Japan One Pager\Documents mentioned in One-Pager)

Agency Sitreps are scaling back to once per day prefer early release; need to determine best
time for NRC.
OPA will host two producers from the CBS 60 Minutes show in the Ops Center on 4/14
around 1 p.m.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) and plant stability determination sent to line organization
Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Global Assessment document as needed.
RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a breach in Units 2 and 3 RPVs.
GEH still evaluating and does not believe breach occurred.
Working on response to Congressman Markey's questions
4/14 NISA Tepco Meeting: After a long discussion of the sampling results from Unit 4's
Spent Fuel Pool, TEPCO concluded that the likelihood of damaged fuel in the pool was low.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Provided concurrence and comments to OSTP for technical basis to support Japan
Ambassador recommendation to not renew the voluntary authorized departure from Tokyo.
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate
phase ingestion pathway dose determination. (task #4701, request sent to NRR POC).
Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG results are being reported in DOE
SITREPs.
PACOM request for long term access to NRC expertise addressed by recommending that
24/7 contact with HOO be identified as the contact pathway.
LT Overview and Priorities
- LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document
updates in support of the Consortium calls.
- Since there will not be another Cabinet meeting until Thursday (JDT), it was agreed that the
next Consortium call will be Thursday evening at 2000 (EDT) (none on Wednesday)
- The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. The Site
Team in Japan will discuss whether or not to move the Consortium calls to align with the
evenings that the Cabinet meets. They will let HQ know their preference.
- Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the
AT& T air cards were reactivated.
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Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

April 15, 2011

1200 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 15, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NR.C's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations, resulting in a reduction in staffing at the Headquarters
Operations Center. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/20 11/.
On March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese had requested US
technical assistance for cooling the Fukushima Daiichi Units, as needed. The effort to provide
assistance is being coordinated by the US Ambassador.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation.
The site team continues to work with TEPCO and NISA, providing recommendations that should
improve reactor and spent fuel pool cooling.
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To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
Unit 2 reactor vessel), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines. The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The RST is seeking peer review of an analysis of the reactor vessel and core conditions for
Unit 2.
The site team, with support from Sandia, continues its analysis of the potential for a release and
time lines should a release occur.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.
Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

dIdustry Consortiunm / Conlractr. Act..v.''e
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are held at 2000 EDT on days agreed to by the consortium.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
,(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
The Japanese.national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
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case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. Previously, separate INES level 5 ratings had been applied for Units
1, 2, and 3. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies. NISA notes that
while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current estimated
amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15).
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 15, 2011 (0100 Iapan, April 16)
UInit I - (N R( Priority: 1)

Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 'A TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 119*C at bottom drain, 206 0 C at FW nozzle (Source:
TEPCO 4/12). RPV pressure (Ch A: 61.4 psig, Ch B: 131.7 psig) (Source: TEPCO
4/12).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via fire extension line to FW line at 26.4 gpm (Source:
NISA 4/9). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck open SRV
(Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2) to drywell
at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 12.9 psig,
torus pressure at 9.2 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: TEPCO 4/12).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 26 0 C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
U nit 2

(YR(

I'riority:2)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 183.20 C
(Source: TEPCO 4/13), feed water nozzle temperature 170.10 C (Source: TEPCO 4/12).
RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).
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Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm fire line (Source: Site Team 4/14).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
450 C (Source: JAIF 4/13). 36 tons of water added 4/7 (Source: Site Team 4/8).
Rad Levels: DW: 2790 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 65.6 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (NISA 4/3)
(nit 3 - (ARC Prio'ity:3)

Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 119.30C, FW nozzle temperature: 960C
(Source: TEPCO 4/12). RPV pressure Ch A: -2.8 psig, Ch B: -12.5 psig (Source:
TEPCO 4/12). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain,
overhead thermography). Freshwater injection via SF cooling system and spraying fresh
water periodically into SFP (Source: IAEA 4/5). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump
on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9).
Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 66.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (A•RC lP'rity:4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). Water level -2.5 m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The
extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may
not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by
the NRC Site Team, but due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool,
TEPCO has not planned further sampling.
Power: On offsite AC power (DOE 4/3)
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U nit 5 - (ARC Priority: .5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
U nit 6 - (N7RC PrioritV:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection. Unit 4 is priority 4 because progress has been made in addressing the spent fuel pool
heat removal requirements, and the SFP area has indicated temperatures of less than 100°C.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Meaisures 'eatii

(PM]) Update

The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.

international Response
*

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan. usembassy..qov/e/acs/tacs-alert2 0110415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
- An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
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Reference
Units

1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem).
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF=. (9I/5x Tc + 32)

! Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover includes: WebEoc turnover list, one page briefing sheet, list of major documents and
tasker list, and ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed for
tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or transferred
to new system.
- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
RST Overview and Priorities
- RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. New Information from NISA is to be
considered for incorporation into the assessment document.
- Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
eviewing the composite document
GEH evaluation has been received and is under review. Information contradicts NRC assessment.
RST has developed a shift checklist to assure continuity of operations.
PMT Overview and Priorities
- Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
- Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were exaggerated due to an incorrect assumption
ta did not account for mountainous topography of the region. DOE will note this and correction
will be made in 4/16/11 DOE SITEREP.
- PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms.
- PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document.
LT Overview and Priorities
- LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document
updates in support of the Consortium calls.
The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. To support these
meetings, the consortium calls will move to Monday and Wednesday at 2000 (EDT).
Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the AT& T
air cards were reactivated.
Mark Shaffer requested support for Under Secretary Hormat's (DOS) meeting with Chinese Vice
Minister regarding the nuclear situation in Japan. Referred to OIP for guidance.
- As of Saturday 4/16/11 the Liaison Team will be responsible for the revision and distribution of the
NRC Daily Status Update.
- FSME now has the lead on the 2000 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners.
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP (Kirk Foggle/Steve Bloom are working).
- SEN Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on unit 2"?
GEH is performing analysis and was supposed to provide us an answer this evening (4/15). Tim

Riley is OCA POC.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover includes: WebEoc turnover list, one page briefing sheet, list of major documents
and tasker list, and ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed
for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or
transferred to new system.
- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30
minutes, then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press
conference - EDO lead to prepare presentation.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
USAID will continue to support until May 1.
RST Overview and Priorities
- RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. Site team be updated on this
development during the 6:30 PM (EDT) call.
- Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
- RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a breach in Units 2 and 3 RPVs.
GEH is writing up evaluation of unit 2 breach and will forward to RST by 1700 4/15.
4/14 NISA TEPCO Meeting: After a long discussion of the sampling results from Unit 4's
,Spent Fuel Pool, TEPCO concluded that the likelihood of damaged fuel in the pool was low.
Reviewing the composite document.
PMT Oyerview and Priorities
- Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate
phase ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC).
Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
- PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC In updating source terms, and reviewing
new source terms.
- PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document.
LT Overview and Priorities
- LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document
updates in support of the Consortium calls.
- The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. To support
these meetings, the consortium calls will move to Monday and Wednesday at 2000 (EDT).
- Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the
AT& T air cards were reactivated.
Mark Shaffer requested support for Under Secretary Hormat's (DOS) meeting with Chinese
Vice Minister regarding the nuclear situation in Japan. Referred to OIP for guidance.
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ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover includes: WebEoc turnover list, one page briefing sheet, list of major documents
and tasker list.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Process is being developed
'for tasking actions to technical staff in the line organizations. Existing tasks to be closed or
transferred to new system.
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30
minutes, then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press
conference - EDO lead to prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1.
USAID will continue to support until May 1.
RST Overview and Priorities
- RST Assessment (R2) and plant stability determination sent to line organization
- Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Global Assessment document as needed.
- RST reviewing staff assessment that potential exists for a breach in Units 2 and 3 RPVs.
GEH is writing up evaluation of unit 2 breach and will forward to RST by 1700 4/15.
- 4/14 NISA TEPCO Meeting: After a long discussion of the sampling results from Unit 4's
Spent Fuel Pool, TEPCO concluded that the likelihood of damaged fuel in the pool was low.
- Reviewing interim assessment.
- Reviewing the composite document.
- Sent two EPRI documents on TMI 2 cleanup to INPO and Site Team as requested.
PMT Overview and Priorities
- Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate
phase ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC).
Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
- PACOM request for long term access to NRC expertise addressed by recommending that
24/7 contact with HOO be identified as the contact pathway.
- PMT, via the line organization Is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing
new source terms.
LT Overview and Priorities
- LT working with the Site Team to clarify responsibilities for logistical support and document
updates in support of the Consortium calls.
- The Cabinet meetings in Japan are now being held on just Tuesday/Thursday. To support
these meetings, the consortium calls will move to Monday and Wednesday at 2000 (EDT).
- Site Team has been experiencing some internet difficulties. To help resolve the issue, the
AT& T air cards were reactivated.
- Mark Shalfer requested support for Under Secretary Hormat's (DOS) meeting with Chinese
Vice Minister regarding the nuclear situation In Japan. Referred to OIP for guidance.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Une Organizations. Sw Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
RST Overview and Priorities No change since last report
- RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. New information from NISA is to be
considered for incorporation into the assessment document.
- Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
- Reviewing the composite document.
- GEH evaluation has been received. Information contradicts NRC assessment. RST is reviewing.
LT provided to OCA. Task #4706.
PMT Overview and Priorities
- Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
- Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were miscalculated as they did not account for
mountainous topography of the region. LT to suggest they issue a correction.
- PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. Michelle Hart to follow up April 16.
- PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Informed
Trish Milligan that Bill Ruland is taking efforts that may impact the document.
- NISA is developing criteria for allowable liquid and solid rad-waste to be released into municipal
water systems. Document available on 04-21-2011. PACOM, Japan Team, and PMT will review
upon receipt.
LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Shaffer requested support for Under Secretary Hormat's (DOS) meeting with Chinese Vice
Minister regarding the nuclear situation in Japan. Referred to OIP for guidance.
The Uaison Team Coordinator is now responsible for the revision and distribution of the NRC Daily

Status Update.
-

-

-

FSME now has the lead on the 2000 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners.
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP (Kirk Foggie/Steve Bloom are working). Followed-up with an email to Steve and
Kirk at 03:00 on 4/16 advising against sharing a document that U.S. States and other international
stakeholders have been denied.
SEN Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on unit 2"?
GEH is performing RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by email to
OCA to follow-up with SEN Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading
the Consortium calls to the Embassy, since the Embassy now owns, maintains, and distributes the
list in advance of each call.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
- Surry Units I and 2 under Unusual Event (1855EDT) due to bad weather damaging switchyard
cauing units to trip. Both units stable and running on EDGs. Ops Ctr and RII monitoring.
- Slides on Interim Comprehensive Safety Assessment sent to Commission Assistants.
RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. New information from NISA is to be
considered for incorporation into the assessment document.
Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
Reviewing the composite document.
- Preparing agenda for tomorrow's 11am Consortium Technical call. On the agenda, the inerting
question will be discussed (risk vs. benefits), in addition to the MRDRIR flow rate consideration.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were miscalculated as they did not account for
mountainous topography of the region. LT emailed DOE to suggest they issue a correction.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. No update over weekend, line organization to touch base with NARAC on Monday.
PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Informed
Trish Milligan that Bill Ruland is taking efforts that may impact the document. Trish Milligan is
determining which NRC organizations should concur on document. Due to M. Virgilio by 0900, Mon
April 18. Due to Chairman by Wed March 20.
NISA is developing criteria for allowable liquid and solid rad-waste to be released into municipal
water systems. Document available on 04-21-2011. PACOM, Japan Team, and PMT will review
upon receipt.
LT Overview and Priorities
The Liaison Team Coordinator is now responsible for the revision and distribution of the NRC Daily
Status Update.
FSME now has the lead on the 2000 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners.
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP (Kirk Foggie/Steve Bloom are working). Followed-up with an email to Steve and
Kirk at 03:00 on 4/16 advising against sharing a document that U.S. States and other international
stakeholders have been denied.
Congressman Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on
unit 2"? GEH is performing RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by
EFICIAL USE ONIY
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email to OCA to follow-up with Congressman Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on
how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading
the Consortium calls to the Embassy, since the Embassy now owns, maintains, and distributes the
list in advance of each call.
LT updated the All Teams Major Documents Status and the Recurring Daily Actions and Calls list.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dailichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. New information from NISA is to be
considered for incorporation into the assessment document.
Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
Reviewing the composite document.
GEH evaluation has been received. Information contradicts NRC assessment. RST is reviewing.
LT provided to OCA. Task #4706.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were exaggerated due to an incorrect assumption
that did not account for mountainous topography of the region. DOE will note this and correction
will be made in 4/16/11 DOE SITEREP.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms.
PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document.
NISA is developing criteria for allowable liquid and solid rad-waste to be released Into municipal
water systems. Document available on 04-21-2011. PACOM, Japan Team, and PMT will review
upon receipt.
LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Shaffer requested support for Under Secretary Hormat's (DOS) meeting with Chinese Vice
Minister regarding the nuclear situation in Japan. Referred to OIP for guidance.
As of Saturday 4/16/11 the Liaison Team will be responsible for the revision and distribution of the
NRC Daily Status Update.
FSME now has the lead on the 2000 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners.
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP (Kirk Foggie/Steve Bloom are working). Followed-up with an email to Steve and
Kirk at 03:00 on 4/16 advising against sharing a document that U.S. States and other international
stakeholders have been denied.
SEN Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on unit 2"?
GEH is performing RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by email to
OCA to follow-up with SEN Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on how to proceed.
ILT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading
the Consortium calls to the Embassy, since the Embassy now owns, maintains, and distributes the
list in advance of each call.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Surry Units 1 and 2 under Unusual Event (1855EDT) due to bad weather damaging, switchyard
causing units to trip. Both units stable and running on EDGs. Ops Ctr and RII monitoring.
Slides on Interim Comprehensive Safety Assessment sent to Commission Assistants.
RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. New information from NISA is to be
considered for incorporation into the assessment document.
Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
Reviewing the composite document.
Preparing agenda for tomorrow's 11am Consortium Technical call. On the agenda, the inerting
question will be discussed (risk vs. benefits), in addition to the MRDRIR flow rate consideration.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being' reported in DOE SITREPs.
Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were miscalculated as they did not account for
mountainous topography of the region. LT emailed DOE to suggest they issue a correction.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. No update over weekend, line organization to touch base with NARAC on Monday.
PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Informed
Trish Milligan that Bill Ruland is taking efforts that may impact the document. Trish Milligan is
determining which NRC organizations should concur on document. Due to M. Virgilio by 0900, Mon
April 18. Due to Chairman by Wed March 20.
NISA is developing criteria for allowable liquid and solid rad-waste to be released into municipal
water systems. Document available on 04-21-2011. PACOM, Japan Team, and PMT will review
upon receipt.
LT Overview and Priorities
The Liaison Team Coordinator is now responsible for the revision and distribution of the NRC Daily
Status Update.
FSME now has the lead on the 2000 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners.
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP (Kirk Foggie/Steve Bloom are working). Followed-up with an email to Steve and
Kirk at 03:00 on 4/16 advising against sharing a document that U.S. States and other international
stakeholders have been denied.
Congressman Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on
unit 2"? GEH is performing RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by
OFFICAL USE ONL-Y

email to OCA to follow-up with Congressman Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on
how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading
the Consortium calls to the Embassy, since the Embassy now owns, maintains, and distributes the
list in advance of each call.
LT updated the All Teams Major Documents Status and the Recurring Daily Actions and Calls list.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi
ET Overview and Priorities
. ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Surry Units 1 and 2 under Unusual Event (1855EDT) due to bad weather damaging switchyard
causing units to trip. Both Units stable and running on EDGs. Ops Ctr and RII monitoring.
Slides on Interim Comprehensive Safety Assessment, TEPCO "Roadmap", and METI statement
sent to Commission Assistants.
Unit 3 using robot to ascertain radiation, temperature, and damage in plant.
Ambassador Roos provided Secretary Clinton with NRC quick-look comments on Roadmap.
RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 drywell head temperature is trending down. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
- RST reviewing the "composite" document, Guidance for the Re-Entry and Return of US Citizens to
Areas Around Fukushima DaiichiNPP. Comments from Japan site team on this document were
forwarded to PMT. Comments to be provided to Marty Virgilio by 0900 on 4/18. After Chairman
approval, provide to Federal family for review.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document lead is Tim Collins. RST feedback ongoing.
- Held Consortium Technical call at 11:00 EDT. Nitrogen inerting discussion resulted in RST forwarding
three questions to NRC Japan Team for answers (discussions to continue). Japan site team will provide
answers to these during the 3:00 EDT call (4/18).
- Consortium provided Roadmap for comment.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. No update over weekend, line organization to touch base with NARAC on Monday.
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Due to Chairman
by Wed March 20.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. Sandia reps are
slated to leave Japan on Wed, March 20.
LT Overview and Priorities
- Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
- Congressman Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on
Unit 2"? RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by email to OCA to follow-up
with Congressman Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading the
Consortium calls to the Embassy.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Surry Units I and 2 under Unusual Event (1855EDT) due to bad weather damaging switchyard
causing units to trip. Both units stable and running on EDGs. Ops Ctr and RII monitoring.
Slides on Interim Comprehensive Safety Assessment, TEPCO "Roadmap", and METI statement
sent to Commission Assistants.
Assigned tasks 4828, 4771, and 4754 to appropriate staff
Assembled comments on TEPCO's aRoadmap" for incorporation into site team's talking points for
Secretary of State Clinton. Talking points have been sent to the site team and will be sent to
NRC's consortium partners for review.
-

-

RST Overview and Priorities
RST Assessment (R2) document will be lead by Tim Collins. New information from NISA is to be
considered for incorporation into the assessment document.
. Assisting the Japan Site Team with the Interim Comprehensive (formerly known as Global
Assessment) document as needed.
Reviewing the composite document.
Provided topics in support of 11am Consortium Technical call on 4/17. On the agenda, the inerting
question will be discussed (risk vs. benefits), in addition to the MRDRIR flow rate consideration.
Provided comments to Site Team on TEPCO "Roadmap"
-

PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
Cesium values reported in last DOE SITREP were miscalculated as they did not account for
mountainous topography of the region. LT emailed DOE to suggest they issue a correction.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. No update over weekend, line organization to touch base with NARAC on Monday.
PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Informed
Trish Milligan that Bill Ruland is taking efforts that may impact the document. Trish Milligan is
determining which NRC organizations should concur on document. Due to M. Virgilio by 0900, Mon
April 18. Due to Chairman by Wed March 20. Sent Sam Keith's (CDC) comments to Tony Huffert in
Japan. JGP reviewing document for Accident Dose Branch (AADB).
NISA is developing criteria for allowable liquid and solid rad-waste to be released into municipal
water systems. Document available on 04-21-2011. PACOM, Japan Team, and PMT will review
upon receipt.
-

-

ILT Overview and Priorities
-

The LT Coordinator is now responsible for the NRC Daily Status Update.
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
Congressman Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on
unit 2"? GEH is performing RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by
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email to OCA to follow-up with Congressman Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on
how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading
the Consortium calls to the Embassy.
Reviewed TEPCO Restoration document released by TEPCO on 4/17/11.
Assigned
..
request from Pentagon for Stability Document and IAEA 4/15 report.
Contacting Consortium partners for review of talking points for Secretary of State
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April 17, 2011

1200 EDT

USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 17, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations, resulting in a reduction in staffing at the Headquarters
Operations Center. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.,ov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
On March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese had requested US
technical assistance for cooling the Fukushima Daiichi Units, as needed. The effort to provide
assistance is being coordinated by the US Ambassador.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation.
The site team continues to work with TEPCO and NISA, providing recommendations that should
improve reactor and spent fuel pool cooling.
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To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines. The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The RST is seeking peer review of an analysis of the reactor vessel and core conditions for
Unit 2.
The site team, with support from Sandia, continues its analysis of the potential for a release and
time lines should a release occur.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are held at 2000 EDT on days agreed to by the consortium.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Dajichi
The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
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case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. Previously, separate INES level 5 ratings had been applied for Units
1, 2, and 3. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies. NISA notes that
while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current estimated
amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the commonarea radwaste building and is now applying sealant. The plan is to use the radwaste facility for
high-level liquid radwaste. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
As of April 14 at 21:30 UTC white smoke was still observed coming from Units 2, 3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmaptowards Restorationfrom the
Accident at Fukushima Dafohi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium Input.
Unit I drywell continues to fill with water and is expected to reach TAF by April 27. Debris
cleanup continues and Zeolite is being placed around site to absorb Cesium. (Source: Site
Team 4/17).
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 17,2011 (0100 Japan, April 17)
Unit I - (NRC Priority:1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 118 0 C at bottom drain, 190 0 C at FW nozzle (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 141 psig) (Source: TEPCO 4/16).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
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Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 13 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 115.30 C
(Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 142.80 C (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV
pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/6).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
450 C (Source: JAIF 4/13). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 121.3 0C, FW nozzle temperature:
91.1°C (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Drywell Temperature: 270*C (Site Team 4/16). Nitrogen
injection delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 59 0 C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain
overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -35 Tons added (IAEA 4/14).
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Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any,
is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual
state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water
sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but
due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool, TEPCO has not planned
further sampling.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Priority:5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection. Unit 4 is priority 4 because progress has been made in addressing the spent fuel pool
heat removal requirements, and the SFP area has indicated temperatures of less than 1000C.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
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infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.
On April 17, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan were less than 32 PR/hr - a level that poses no
known health risk. (Source: DOE 4117).
International Response
" The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: httD://"iaoan.usembassv.aov/e/acs/tacs-alert2Ol10415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
" NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
" An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem= 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -
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Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi
ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski visited NRC Monday, April 18. Met with Chairman, then senior officials, then Ops
Center for short tour.
. USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Unit 3 using robot to ascertain radiation, temperature, and damage in plant.
. Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
-

-

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 drywell head temperature is trending down. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document lead is Tim Collins. RST feedback ongoing.
NR, NRR, provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
Robots being used to map radiation/oxygen levels in specific locations in all 3 units and taking video.
Fred Brown completed assessment of TEPCO Roadmap with respect to Composite Reentry document,
Fred believes that the criteria for reentry are met. Enclosure I Is finalized and accepted.

PMT Overview and Priorities
-

-

-

Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC, no specific due date).
PMT provided comments via email on 4/18 to line organization contact. Japan Team PMT stated that
the document was looking like what they wanted. Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG
results is-are being reported in DOE SITREPs.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document.
Comments from Line Organization Staff in NMSS, NRO and NMSS forwarded to line organization
contact. No comments from NRR or OIP during 4/18 evening shift. Due to Chairman by Wednesday,
4/20/11.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. Sandia reps are
slated to leave Japan on Wednesday, 4/20/11. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AFB to
see monitoring capabilities.

LT Overview and Priorities
. Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading the
Consortium calls to the Embassy.
GEH analysis of NRC analysis of Unit 2 core and NRC comments on that analysis sent to technical
consortium.
. Next Industry Consortium call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy Japan has
the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
-
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEoc turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are static.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski will visit NRC Monday, April 18 at 10:00 a.m. Will meet with Chairman for 30 minutes,
,then senior officials, then Ops Center for short tour. Will then hold press conference - EDO lead to
prepare presentation.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Surry Units 1 and 2 under Unusual Event (1855EDT) due to bad weather damaging switchyard
causing units to trip. Both Units stable and running on EDGs. Ops Ctr and RII monitoring.
Slides on Interim Comprehensive Safety Assessment, TEPCO "Roadmap", and METI statement
sent to Commission Assistants.
Unit 3 using robot to ascertain radiation, temperature, and damage in plant.
Ambassador Roos provided Secretary Clinton with NRC quick-look comments on Roadmap.
RST Overview and Priorities
. Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 drywell head temperature is trending down. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
RST reviewing the "composite" document, Guidance for the Re-Entry and Return of US Citizens to
Areas Around Fukushima DaiichiNPP. Comments from Japan site team on this document were
forwarded to PMT. Comments to be provided to Marty Virgilio by 0900 on 4/18. After Chairman
approval, provide to Federal family for review.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document lead is Tim Collins. RST feedback ongoing.
At Technical meeting at 3:00am EDT discussed Nitrogen Inerig questions. Site Team Indicated RST
was Interpreting their original request incorrectly. RST will put new version of question on 11am call
agenda and forward to NRR for review.
. Consortium provided Roadmap for comment.
PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
. PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. No update over weekend, line organization to touch base with NARAC on Monday.
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Due to Chairman
by Wed March 20.
. Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. Sandia reps are
slated to leave Japan on Wed, April 20.
-

LT Overview and Priorities
. Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
Congressman Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on
Unit 2"? RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by email to OCA to follow-up
with Congressman Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading the
Consortium calls to the Embassy.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
. Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- Sen. Mikulski visited NRC Monday, April 18. Met with Chairman, then senior officials, then Ops
Center for short tour.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
. Slides on Interim Comprehensive Safety Assessment, TEPCO "Roadmap", and METI statement
sent to Commission Assistants.
Unit 3 using robot to ascertain radiation, temperature, and damage in plant.
Fukushima-Dalichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 drywell head temperature is trending down. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
NSIR reviewing the "composite" document, Guidance for the Re-Entry and Return of US Citizens to
Areas Around Fukushima DaiichiNPP. Comments from NRC offices being incorporated. After Chairman
approval, provide to Federal family for review.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document lead is Tim Collins. RST feedback ongoing.
Consortium provided Roadmap for comment.
Robots being used to map radiation/oxygen levels in specific locations In all 3 units and taking video.
-

-

-

PMT Overview and Priorities
Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC). Japan Team also
reaching back to DOE as PAG results is being reported in DOE SITREPs.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. No update over weekend, line organization to touch base with NARAC on Monday.
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document. Comments from
Line Organization Staff due COB 4/18. Due to Chairman by Wed March 20.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. Sandia reps are
slated to leave Japan on Wed, April 20.
-

-

-

-

LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
Congressman Markey's office: One outstanding question "was there a pressure vessel rupture on
Unit 2"? RST provided GEH analysis to LT, and LT forwarded the analysis by email to OCA to follow-up
with Congressman Markey's staff. ET requested advice from OCA on how to proceed.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading the
Consortium calls to the Embassy.
- GEH analysis of Unit 2 core sent to technical consortium.
-

-

-
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations, resulting in a reduction in staffing at the Headquarters
Operations Center. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www. nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/20 11/.
-On March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese had requested US
technical assistance for cooling the Fukushima Daiichi Units, as needed. The effort to provide
assistance is being coordinated by the US Ambassador.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation.
The site team continues to work with TEPCO and NISA, providing recommendations that should
improve reactor and spent fuel pool cooling.
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To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines. The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The RST is seeking peer review of an analysis of the reactor vessel and core conditions for
Unit 2.
The site team, with support from Sandia, continues its analysis of the potential for a release and
time lines should a release occur.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are held at 2000 EDT on days agreed to by the consortium.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
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case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. Previously, separate INES level 5 ratings had been applied for Units
1, 2, and 3. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies. NISA notes that
while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current estimated
amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the commonarea radwaste building and is now applying sealant. The plan is to use the radwaste facility for
high-level liquid radwaste. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
As of April 14 at 21:30 UTC white smoke was still observed coming from Units 2, 3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restorationfrom the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials

.... "

This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine

months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
Unit 1 drywell continues to fill with water and is expected to reach TAF by April 27. Debris
cleanup continues and Zeolite is being placed around site to absorb Cesium. (Source: Site
Team 4/17).
ýTATUS

as of 120EAB,_A_

i,9

Unit 1 - (NRC Priority:1)

Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 2TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 1181C at bottom drain, 190 0C at FW nozzle (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 141 psig) (Source: TEPCO 4/16).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
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Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 13 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 115.30C
(Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 142.80C (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV
pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/6).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
450C (Source: JAIF 4/13). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority: 3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 121.30C, FW nozzle temperature:
91.10C (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Drywell Temperature: 270'C (Site Team 4/16). Nitrogen
injection delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain
overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -35 Tons added (IAEA 4/14).
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Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any,
is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual
state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water
sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but
due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool, TEPCO has not planned
further sampling.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Prioritjy:5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection. Unit 4 is priority 4 because progress has been made in addressing the spent fuel pool
heat removal requirements, and the SFP area has indicated temperatures of less than 1000C.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
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infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.
On April 17, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that poses no
known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
International Response
"

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http:lliapan.usembassV.,qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
" NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
• An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 19, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations, resulting in a reduction in staffing at the Headquarters
Operations Center. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
httD://www.nrc.aov/readina-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
On March 14, 2011, the NRC experts in Japan reported that the Japanese had requested US
technical assistance for cooling the Fukushima Daiichi Units, as needed. The effort to provide
assistance is being coordinated by the US Ambassador.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation.
The site team continues to work with TEPCO and NISA, providing recommendations that should
improve reactor and spent fuel pool cooling.lo
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To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines. The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric
Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The RST is seeking peer review of an analysis of the reactor vessel and core conditions for
Unit 2.
The site team, with support from Sandia, continues its analysis of the potential for a release and
time lines should a release occur.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are held at 2000 EDT on days agreed to by the consortium.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Dalichi
The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
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case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. Previously, separate INES level 5 ratings had been applied for Units
1, 2, and 3. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies. NISA notes that
while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current estimated
amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the commonarea radwaste building and is now applying sealant. The plan is to use the radwaste facility for
high-level liquid radwaste. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
As of April 14 at 21:30 UTC white smoke was still observed coming from Units 2, 3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclearPower Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... " This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
Unit 1 drywell continues to fill with water and is expected to reach TAF by April 27. Debris
cleanup continues and Zeolite is being placed around site to absorb Cesium. (Source: Site
Team 4/17).
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 19,2011 (0100 Japan, April 20)
Unit 1 - (NRC Priority:1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 115.2 0C at bottom drain, 170.2 0 C at FW nozzle
(Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 141 psig) (Source: TEPCO
4/16).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
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Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 13 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 360C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 115.30C
(Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 140.80C (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV
pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen'on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/6).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
410C (Source: IAEA 4/18). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO,4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 112.70C, FW nozzle temperature:
1011.50C (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Drywell Temperature: 2700C (Site Team 4/16). Nitrogen
injection delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain
overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -35 Tons added (IAEA 4/14).
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Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 37 0 C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added 4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water
spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any,
is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual
state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water
sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but
due to the complexity of obtaining samples from the pool, TEPCO has not planned
further sampling.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Priority:5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling ind
injection. Unit 4 is priority 4 because progress has been made in addressing the spent fuel pool
heat removal requirements, and the SFP area has indicated temperatures of less than 100 0 C.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

IProtect•ive Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
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infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.
As requested by the Japan Site Team, the PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's
emergency preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and
Japan approaches to protective measures.
On April 19, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
a remote controlled robot investigated Unit I and 3 Reactor Buildings. Radiation readings
reported as high as 57 millisieverts (5.7Rern/hour). (Source: DOE 4/19).
On April 17, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that poses no
known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
International Response
*
*
*
*

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan.usembassy.qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem= 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 FW nozzle temperature is trending up. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document lead is Tim Collins. RST feedback ongoing.
NR, NRR, provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
Robots being used to map radiation/oxygen levels in specific locations in all 3 units and taking video.
Nitrogen injection information sent to site team.
Received additional questions from Congressman Markey's staff.
- TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the common-area radwaste building and
applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive water from the Unit 2 turbine building
basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to complete. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
- TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
- TEPCO is considering: 1)entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to be
emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water In the Unit 2 basement
may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with processing high level
radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell would be difficult due to high red levels and debris in the area.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms.
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6. Due to
Chairman by Wednesday, 4120/11.
- EPA's re-entry guidance became available to staff. Staff reviewing EPA criteria against our own.
- Possible deputies or principal meeting on 4/20 to discuss reentry criteria
- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. Sandia reps are
slated to leave Japan on Wednesday, 4/20/11. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AFB to
see monitoring capabilities.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11.
-

LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading the
Consortium calls to the Embassy.
GEH analysis of NRC analysis of Unit 2 core and NRC comments on that analysis sent to technical
consortium.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
Sen. Mikulski visited NRC Monday, April 18. Met with Chairman, then senior officials, then Ops
Center for short tour.
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Unit 3 using robot to ascertain radiation, temperature, and damage in plant.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 FW nozzle head temperature is trending up. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document lead is Tim Collins. RST feedback ongoing.
NR, NRR, provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
Robots being used to map radiation/oxygen levels in specific locations in all 3 units and taking video.
Fred Brown completed assessment of TEPCO Roadmap with respect to Composite Reentry document,
Fred believes that the criteria for reentry are met. Enclosure 1 is finalized and accepted.
Nitrogen injection information sent to site team.
PMT Overview and Priorities
. Supporting request from Japan Team to provide assistance for determining intermediate phase
ingestion pathway dose determination. (Task #4701, request sent to NRR POC, no specific due date).
PMT provided comments via email on 4/18 to line organization contact. Japan Team PMT stated that
the document was looking like what they wanted. Japan Team also reaching back to DOE as PAG
results are being reported in DOE SITREPs.
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms. PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document.
Comments from Line Organization Staff in NMSS, NRO and NMSS forwarded to line organization
contact. No comments from NRR or OIP during 4/18 evening shift. Due to Chairman by Wednesday,
4/20/11.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. Sandia reps are
slated to leave Japan on Wednesday, 4/20/11. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AFB to
see monitoring capabilities.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents: Japan Regs for Special Measures
and Japan Convention 2010. Review comments are requested by Sunday, 4/24111.
LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
- LT requested Steve Reynolds of the Japan Site Team to facilitate transferring the role for leading the
Consortium calls to the Embassy.
- GEH analysis of NRC analysis of Unit 2 core and NRC comments on that analysis sent to technical
consortium.
- Next Industry Consortium call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy Japan has
the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Unit 3 FW nozzle temperature is trending up. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
Received initial version of "Interim Comprehensive Assessment document from Tim Collins. RST swing
shift and midnight shift will review and provide comments to Dave Skeen and Tim Collins.
GEH provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with
RST.
Questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resent to NRR.
GEH provided final analysis in nitrogen purging. Information forwarded to the Japan Site Team and the
consortium.
GEH has indicated they will send us data to revise NRR's accident progression analysis. Initial
indication is that the new data will impact our conclusions on the location of the codum.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms.
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6. Due to
Chairman by Wednesday, 4/20/11.
EPA's re-entry guidance became available to staff. Paper related to Principal Level Exercise (PLE) NOT Japan event. PMT, via NSIR, reviewed paper against the "Composite" document and found that
they agree in use of intermediate phase PAGse. The papers differ in the late phase where the EPA
document invokes CERCLA risk criteria, and the NRC instead emphasizes ALARA for long-term
cleanup.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. One Sandia repto
remain InJapan for additional week. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AB, tentatively
Friday 4/22, to see monitoring capabilities.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
-

LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
Verified with White House that no Deputies meetings or IPC's are scheduled for Wednesday, April 20th.
-
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 20, 2011
Earthquake I Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Executive Briefing Team
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. A core team of managers and experts continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www. nrc.gov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. Per NHK, Prime Minister Naoto Kan is expected to announce his government
will impose an order to prohibit people from entering an area within 20 km radius (12 mile
radius) of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP.
To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines (SAMGs). The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH,
Electric Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office
of Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
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The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
The Japanese national government has encouraged evacuation for local residents in some
areas within the 20-30 km of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous
voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone
out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese government announced that it
is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish potential evacuation zones in
case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated this is being done because
plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. The provisional INES level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies.
NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their
current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount
from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
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Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotopic analysis. Groundwater flow leads the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
As of April 14 at 21:30 UTC white smoke was still observed coming from Units 2, 3 and 4
(Source: IAEA 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restorationfrom the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... " This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
Unit 1 drywell continues to fill with water and is expected to reach TAF by April 27. Debris
cleanup continues and Zeolite is being placed around site to absorb Cesium. (Source: Site
Team 4/17).
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water. (4/19)
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to
be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inertingUnit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad
levels and debris in the area.
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 20, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 21)
U/nit I - (NRC Priority: 1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 115.1 0 C at bottom drain, 169.00 C at FW nozzle
(Source: IAEA 4/19). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 141 psig) (Source: TEPCO
4/16).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure increased to 13 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/16).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
33f 6
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Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 36 0C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1040 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature 1115.31C
(Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 136.500 (Source: IAEA 4/19). RPV
pressure: Ch A: -3.3 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on
April 20, 2011 (Source: NHK).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 29.5 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/6).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
410C (Source: IAEA 4/18). 47 Tons of fresh water added 4/19 (Source: Site Team 4/20).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source:
Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (IVRC' Priorit,:3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). Bottom head temperature 110.30C, FW nozzle temperature:
102.20C (Source: IAEA 4/19). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source:
NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric
pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Drywell Temperature: 2700C (Site Team 4/16). Nitrogen
injection delayed due to problems accessing equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain
overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons fresh water added 4/18. (Site Team 4/20).
Rad Levels: DW: 1710 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
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ULuit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 37 0 C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 100 Tons fresh water added 4/19;40 tons added 4/18 (Source: Site Team
4/20). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA
4/16). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of
fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be
indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by
the NRC Site Team, and TEPCO is considering.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Priorit':5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.
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As requested by the Japan Site Team, the PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's
emergency preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and
Japan approaches to protective measures.
On April 19, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
a remote controlled robot investigated Unit 1 and 3 Reactor Buildings. Radiation readings
reported as high as 57 milliSieverts (5.7Rem/hour). (Source: DOE 4/19).
On April 20, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan through April 19 were less than 32 pR/hr - a
level that poses no known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
International Response
*

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan.usembassy..qov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
" NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
* An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
-

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Units 2 & 3 vessel temperatures are trending down. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
Received initial version of "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" document from Tim Collins. RST swing
shift and midnight shift will review and provide comments to Dave Skeen and Tim Collins.
GEH provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with
RST.
Questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resent to NRR.
GEH provided final analysis in nitrogen purging. Information forwarded to the Japan Site Team and the
consortium.
GEH has indicated they will send us data to revise NRR's accident progression analysis. Initial
indication is that the new data will impact our conclusions on the location of the corium.
. Site team requested review of SFP #4 assessment. Sent to NRR and corrosion.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization is supporting NARAC in updating source terms, and reviewing new
source terms.
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6. Due to
Chairman by Wednesday, 4/20/11.
EPA's re-entry guidance became available to staff. Paper related to Principal Level Exercise (PLE) NOT Japan event. PMT, via NSIR, reviewed paper against the "Composite" document and found that
they agree in use of intermediate phase PAGs. The papers differ in the late phase where the EPA
document invokes CERCLA risk criteria, and the NRC instead emphasizes ALARA for long-term
cleanup.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. One Sandia rep to
remain in Japan for additional week. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AB, tentatively
Friday 4/22, to see monitoring capabilities.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
Forwarded SNL request for information on the evacuation (Notification method, evacuation times and
transportation methods) to the NSIR POC (Michael Dudek).
-

LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
Verified with White House that no Deputies meetings or IPC's are scheduled for Wednesday, April 20'h.
-
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi
ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
-

-

RST Overview and Priorities
. Continued monitoring of Units. Units 2 & 3 vessel temperatures are trending down. Otherwise, no major
change in status.
. "RST Assessment Rev. 2" is being worked by NRR, Tim Collins, will send to RST to resolve apparent
conflicts and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Composite Assessment" - RST portion is complete.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked
by NRR with data from previous two assessment document and will be complete by Friday, April 29.
GEH provided high level feedback on TEPCO Roadmap, awaiting other consortium input.
Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with
RST.
New Questions from Congressman Markeys staff were resent to NRR.
. GEH provided final analysis in nitrogen purging. Information forwarded to the Japan Site Team and the
consortium.
0300 Technical Consortium Call notes distributed; 1100 Call Notes and Questions distributed for
answers due for 1100 tomorrow.
. Site team requested review of JNES SFP #4 assessment. Sent to NRR and Corrosion Team.
-

PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6, with the
goal of releasing it to the Federal Family by the end of this week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms. One Sandia rep to
remain in Japan for additional week. Japan Team PMT preparing for trip to Yokota AB, tentatively
Friday 4/22, to see monitoring capabilities.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
Redirected SNL request for information on the evacuation notification method, evacuation times and
transportation methods to LIA for IAEA POC.
-

-

LT Overview and Priorities
. Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
Working with Japen Site Team to determine appropriate number of US Citizens who live within the 12
and 50 mile radius of the Dalichi Nuclear Power Plant.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
. Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
. USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
Coordinated key taskers with NRC Japan team lead to ensure priority and clarity of deliverable.
-

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Increase noted in Unit 4 spent fuel pool. Temperature increase could be
attribute to less than normal water addition. TEPCO planning to inject 100 tons of water and to install
level, temperature, and sampling indication.
Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST to resolve apparent conflicts over the swing shift
and midnight shift and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked
by NRR with data from previous two assessment document and will be complete by Friday, April 29.
Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with
RST.
Follow-up questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resent to NRR. NRR responded to a some
of the questions. RST incorporated NRR responses and added responses to the other questions.
Answers were forwarded to Pat Hiland for review and eventual forward to Tim Riley of OCA.
16:30 Japan Site Team call completed. Summary was inputed into the log and emailed to NRR and the
ET.
PMT Overview and Priorities
. PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6, with the
goal of releasing it to the Federal Family by the end of this week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
Redirected SNL request for information on the evacuation notification method, evacuation times and
transportation methods to LIA for IAEA POC.
-

LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared. Concerns with any
plan to share the SitRep with the Chinese government are: 1) U.S. States have been denied access to
this document, and 2) Ifwe share the document with the Chinese government, this precedent could
obligate us to honor requests from other international stakeholders as well. As we learned with the NY
Times article, we need to safeguard against leaks of OUO information.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
Working with Japan Site Team to determine appropriate number of US Citizens who live within the 12
and 50 mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
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Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. A core team of managers and experts continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.aov/readina-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday to prohibit residents
from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only be allowed to
enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government supervision. No
member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. Anyone breaking the ban can be
fined up to 100,000 ($1,200) or detention by the police.
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Dailchi nuclear plant In early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit 1 drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
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recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines (SAMGs). The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH,
Electric Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office
of Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

lndustry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days.
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GOJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl
accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10%
of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
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Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotopic analysis. Groundwater flow leads the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... " This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water. (4/19)
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. Concerns involve not
having the exact water level and how to dispose of the water in the drywell.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to
be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inertingUnit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad
levels and debris in the area.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and Is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 21, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 22)
Unit 1 - (NRC Priority:1)

Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV level ½ TAF (NISA 4/8). The
volume of sea water injected to cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum
to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 115.1 0 C at bottom
drain, 154.10 C at FW nozzle (Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure (Ch A: 75.6 psig, Ch B:
171 psig) (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure steady at approx. 13
psig, torus pressure at 10 psig (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
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Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 36 0C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/16), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/20), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west
gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Unit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)
Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8)
Bottom head temperature 115.3 0 C (Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature
134.7 (Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.1 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source:
IAEA 4/20). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May
begin injecting nitrogen on April 23, 2011 (Source: Site Team).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
710C (Source: IAEA 4/20 Chemical analysis of SFP water shows high cesium and low
iodine levels, leading TEPCO to believe no spent fuel has melted, but rather mechanical
crushing of some of the fuel assemblies by falling equipment/structures. Chloride levels
from prior seawater additions raises concern for cladding corrosion. (Source: TEPCO)
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO
4/12); Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward)
(Source: JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped
(Source: Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 110.30C,
FW nozzle temperature: 100.200 (Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure Ch A: -4.4 psig,
Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source: NISA4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA4/8).
Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 590C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain
overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons fresh water added 4/18. (Site Team 4/20).
Rad Levels: DW: 1570 R/hr, Torus: 59.4 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/19); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
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Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 370C (Source: JAIF 4/12, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source:
TEPCO 4/9). 100 Tons fresh water added 4/19;40 tons added 4/18 (Source: Site Team
4/20). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA
4/16). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of
fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be
indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the
isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has been suggested by
the NRC Site Team, and TEPCO is considering.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Priority:5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority:6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved ifthe
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.

Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
The PMT is coordinating a request from NARAC to review source terms and will assign line
organization staff to fulfill this request.
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As requested by the Japan Site Team, PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's emergency
preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and Japan
approaches to protective measures.
In drinking water, 1-131 or Cs-137 Is detectable, but at levels below I Bq/L and In only a few
prefectures. As of 17 April, one restriction on drinking water for Infarts relating to 1-131
(100 Bq/) is in place in a small scale water supply in a village of the Fukushima prefecture.
TEPCO is conducting a program for seawater monitoring (by surface sampling) at a number of
near-shore and off-shore monitoring locations. Following a directive from NISA, on 16 April
TEPCO announced it will increase the number of sea sampling points from ten to 16, with four
additional offshore points to be added at 3 km from the coast and two points to be added at 8
krn from the coast A map of these sampling points can be accessed at:
http:l/www.laea.oglnewsnt~r/new-tunamlu~date~l.html#magl (Source: IAEA)
On April 21, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan through April 20 were less than 32 pR/hr - a
level that poses no known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
International Response
" The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan.usembassv.oov/e/acs/tacs-alert2O110415.html.
* The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
• NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
* An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -
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Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Fukushima-Daiichi site staffing currently sits at 778.
Coordinated key taskers with NRC Japan team lead to ensure priority and clarity of deliverable.
RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Increase noted in Unit 4 spent fuel pool temperature. Temperature
increase could be attribute to less than normal water addition. TEPCO planning to inject 100 tons of
water and to install level, temperature, and sampling indication.
- Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST to resolve apparent conflicts over the swing shift
and midnight shift and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked
by NRR with data from previous two assessment document and will be complete by Friday, April 29.
- Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with
RST.
- Follow-up questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resent to NRR. NRR responded to some
of the questions. RST incorporated NRR responses and added responses to the other questions.
Answers were forwarded to Pat Hiland for review and eventual forward to Tim Riley of OCA.
- 0300 Japan Site Team call completed. Summary was inputed into the RST.
Received additional concerns on Unit 3 leakage questions from Site team.
Updated Task Tracker numbers 4896 and 4899.
Site team indicated the rad waste processing needs to stay high on the priority list.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document, Rev. 6, with the
goal of releasing it to the Federal Family by the end of this week.
- Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings and also refining source terms.
- Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
- Redirected SNL request for information on the evacuation notification method, evacuation times and
transportation methods to LIA for IAEA POC.
LT Overview and Priorities
- Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared. Concerns with any
plan to share the SitRep with the Chinese government are: 1) U.S. States have been denied access to
this document, and 2) Ifwe share the document with the Chinese government, this precedent could
obligate us to honor requests from other international stakeholders as well. As we learned with the NY
Times article, we need to safeguard against leaks of OUO information.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has the lead for updating the Request Matrix.
- Working with Japan Site Team to determine appropriate number of US Citizens who live within the 12
and 50 mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi
ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Coordinated key taskers with NRC Japan team lead to ensure priority and clarity of deliverable.
Deciding on watchstanding or on-calr over upcoming weekend.
Providing details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Received indication from the site team that TEPCO believes water level
in the Unit 1 drywell (DW) is about 2-3' below the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), water levels in Unit 2
and Unit 3 DWs have reached the bottom of the RPV and are up to the recirc pump outlet piping.
Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST to resolve apparent conflicts over the swing shift
and midnight shift and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked
by NRR with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.
Video of Robots will be provided to Japan Site Team and the team is looking at options to share with
RST.
Follow-up questions from Congressman Markey's staff were resolved and answers were sent to Tim
Riley of OCA.
Received concerns from the Japan Site team on highly radioactive sludge slowly down debris removal
and hindering site access. Site team asked for suggestions on ways to deal with this sludge issue.
Received additional concerns from the Japanese on ways of removing water from the DW or RPV.
Updated Task Tracker numbers 4896 and 4899.
Site team indicated the rad waste processing needs to stay high on the priority list.
-

-

-

PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document aligning it with
Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a *Travel Advisory." Goal: Line Organization
comment by COB April 26, and release to the Federal Family middle of next week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, refining source terms, and investigating agricultural
and marine impacts.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared. Concerns with any
plan to share the SitRep with the Chinese government are: 1) U.S. States have been denied access to
this document, and 2) Ifwe share the document with the Chinese government, this precedent could
obligate us to honor requests from other international stakeholders as well. As we learned with the NY
Times article, we need to safeguard against leaks of OUO information.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Thursday, 4/21/11 at 2000 - U.S. Embassy
Japan has sent the Request Matrix out for updating.
Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12
and 50 mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Dalichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking
actions to Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will
continue to support until May 1.
Coordinated key taskers with NRC Japan Team Lead to ensure priority and clarity of deliverables. NRC
detailed comment of TEPCO Roadmap remains top priority with 4/22 draft completion and 4/25 delivery
to Ambassador by Site Team Lead.
- Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open govemment-togovernment actions.
Deciding on watchstanding or "on-call" over upcoming weekend. Japan Site Team continues to support.
- Providing details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
Supported 20:00 Consortium call. Items 33 and 34 were linked to the Task Tracker items. Additional
clarty was requested for Item 35. Japan Site Team RST and the Ops Center RST concur that these
items should not be tracked on the larger consortium and should be moved to the technical consortium
to resolve.
- NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap and will have analysis complete on day shift April 22. NRR will
forward draft to NRR management team, the Ops Center, and the Japan Site Team when complete.
NRR is reviewing JNES assessment of the possible scenarios that resulted in the Unit 4 explosion.
Analysis will be provided April 22.
Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST to resolve apparent conflicts over the swing shift
and midnight shift and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked
by NRR with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document aligning it with
Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Line Organization
comment by COB April 26, and release to the Federal Family middle of next week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency
preparedness, planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are
requested by Friday, 4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.
-

Request from Japan PMT to evaluate Waste Container and radionuclide in MOX sludge.
Second-look the released source term and assess the difference, update ifrequired.

LT Overview and Priorities
Mark Schaffer (at IAEA) has requested permission to share the NRC SitRep with the Chinese
government, OIP is working). OIP was advised this document should not be shared. Concerns with any
plan to share the SitRep with the Chinese government are: 1) U.S. States have been denied access to
this document, and 2) If we share the document with the Chinese government, this precedent could
obligate us to honor requests from other international stakeholders as well. As we learned with the NY
Times article, we need to safeguard against leaks of OUO information.
Next Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S.
Embassy Japan will send the Request Matrix out for updating.
Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12
and 50 mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
Working with EPA to assist in a request from the US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo to
help them obtain acceptable shipping
containersUSE
for radioactive
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 22, 2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NOTE: The next NRC Update will be distributed at 1200 EDT on Monday, April 25,2011
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.
Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its 24
hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of April 1 1 th,
NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the work activities
in Japan. A core team of managers and experts continue to staff the Headquarters Operations
Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at: http://www.nrc..ov/readincqrm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of the
Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this recommendation.
According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday to prohibit residents from staying within a 20kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only be allowed to enter the zone for up to two hours
to collect belongings under government supervision. No member of the public would be allowed
within 3 km of the site. Anyone breaking the ban can be fined up to 100,000 ($1,200) or detention by
the police. The government added some towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered

by its "no-entry" directive (DOE 4/22)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive water
that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained an estimated
5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual allowable limit for the
plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons. TEPCO estimates the leakage to
have lasted for six days through April 6.
To account for current plant conditions (e.g., inerting Unit I drywell and status of the fuel in the
reactor vessels), the NRC Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and
recommendations for the Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management
guidelines (SAMGs). The initial assessment included the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH,
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Electric Power Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) and was provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The US DOE and the US EPA are the Federal communicators for questions regarding possible
domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.
Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been entered
into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI). NRC and
Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls are
typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days agreed to by
the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum (JAIF)
compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to establish
potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet Secretary indicated
this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors.
NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl accident, their current
estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10% of the amount from the
Chemobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater than
previous measurements, based on isotopic analysis. Groundwater flow leads the ocean (Source:
Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the common-area
radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive water from the Unit
2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to complete. (Source: Site
Team 4/19).
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TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000 Tons of
liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity. TEPCO
estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have been
generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the Accident at
Fukushima Daiichi NuclearPower Station." This document sets out a two-phase action plan to bring
"the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate] the release of
radioactive materials .... " This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine months. (Source:
TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking Consortium input.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water. (4/19)
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of feed
and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. Concerns involve not having the
exact water level and how to dispose of the water in the drywell.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to be
emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inertingUnit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad levels
and debris in the area.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April22, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 23)
Unit I - (NRC Priorit,:1)
Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV level 1/2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume
of sea water injected to cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core
plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures'I 13.31C at bottom drain, 153.41C at
FW nozzle (Source: DOE 4/21). RPV pressure (Ch A: 62 psig, Ch B: 160 psig) (Source:
IAEA 4/21).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm (Source:
Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck open
SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N 2) to drywell
at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, nitrogen gas injection on 04/07 (JAIF
04/08), high purity N injection on 04108 (IAEA 04/14), DW pressure steady at approx. 13
psig, torus pressure at 10 psig (Source: IAEA 4/20). Stuck open SRV (Site Team & TEPCO)
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 36 0C (DOE 04/21 ). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete
pump truck (Source: DOE 4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies
from reactor to SFP in March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/16), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO 4/8),
Torus: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/20), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate
(very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Ulnit 2 - (ARC Priority-: 2)
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Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom
head temperature 115.31C (Source: N ISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature 134.7
(Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.1 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Level A =-59ir, Level B=-80in (DOE 04/21). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since
3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on April 23, 2011 (Source: Site
Team).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
0 psig (Source: IAEA04115).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed from
side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual). Site team believes that

an SRV is also stuck open, but TEPCO has a contrary opinion.
Spent Fuel Pool: SFP has 587 bundles (GEH). Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA
4/5), fuel pool temperature 71°C (Source: IAEA 4/20 Chemical analysis of SFP water shows
high cesium and low iodine levels, leading TEPCO to believe no spent fuel has melted, but
rather mechanical crushing of some of the fuel assemblies by falling equipment/structures.
Chloride levels from prior seawater additions raises concern for cladding corrosion. (Source:
TEPCO)
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF). The leak of contaminated water into the ocean has been stopped (Source: Multiple
Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)

Unit 3 - (NRC Priority: 3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO); 548 assemblies - damaged, Bottom head
temperature 107.51C, FW nozzle temperature: 100.2 0C (Source: IAEA 4/21). RPV pressure
Ch A: -6 psig, Ch B: -12 psig (Source: NISA 4/18). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8).
Level A=71 in, Level B=-89in (04/15). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11
(Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump (Source:
Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: RST suspects failure. Drywell Pressure: 0 psig (iAEA 04/18) and Torus
Pressure 9 psig (IAEA 04118)). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: 514 bundles (GEN) - damage suspected (JAIF 03/28). Low water level.
Temperature 53 0 C estimated, indicator failure (DOE 04/21). Fresh water sprayed via
concrete pump on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons fresh water added 4/18. (Site Team
4/20).
Rad Levels: DW: 1570 R/hr, Torus: 59.4 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/19); Outside site at plant gate(s):
4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr debris outside
Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: 1331 bundles in SFP (GEH & NISA). Temp and Level indicator failure (NISA
04/08). Temperature 201C (Source: JAIF 4/18, uncertain, overhead thermography).
Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO
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4/9). 100 Tons fresh water added 4/19;40 tons added 4/18 (Source: Site Team 4/20). Fresh
water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on 4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level
-2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO, uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any, is
uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from the pool may not be indicative of the actual state of
fuel in the pool and may be more indicative of the isotopes from the water sprayed into the
pool. Further sampling has been suggested by the NRC Site Team, and TEPCO is
considering.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Lnit 5 - (VRC Priority:5)
Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Spent Fuel Pool: 946 bundles (JAIF). 36.7 0C (IAEA 04/18). Cooling capability recovered (JAIF

04/01)
Unit 6 - (NRC Priori. : 6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on the
belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2 because of
the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This damage
requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary containment to
minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment may be nominally
functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and injection.

Spent Fuel Pool: 876 bundles (GEH). 26.5 0C (IAEA 04/21). Cooling capability recovered (JAIF
04/01)
Common SFPool
6000 bundles (GEH) maintained at 32 0C (IAEA 04/07) on normal Cooling
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US Navy,
TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite" document
that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local infrastructure into
consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation recommendations. The PMT
will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within NRC is the Office of Nuclear
Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
As requested by the Japan Site Team, PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's emergency
preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and Japan
approaches to protective measures.
On April 22, 2001 DOE states in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
higher levels of radioactive material have been detected in sea water samples near the water intake
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On April 21, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that all
aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan through April 20 were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
International Response
"

*
•

*

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415.html.
The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons learned
from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with US
Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units

1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
I Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
I rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
I Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
Coordinated key taskers with NRC Japan Team Lead to ensure priority and clarity of deliverables. NRC
detailed comment of TEPCO Roadmap remains top priority with 4/22 draft completion and 4/25 delivery to
Ambassador by Site Team Lead.
- Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.
Deciding on watchstanding or "on-call" over upcoming weekend. Japan Site Team continues to support.
Providing details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
-

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
Supported 20:00 Consortium call. Items 33 and 34 were linked to the Task Tracker items.
was m s-d.forItem 35 was closed out in the Assessment Revl. Japan Site Team RST and the Ops
Center RST concur that these items should not be tracked on the larger consortium and should be moved to
the technical consortium to resolve.
- NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap and will have analysis complete on day shift April 22. NRR will forward
draft to NRR management team, the Ops Center, and the Japan Site Team when complete.
NRR is reviewing JNES assessment of the possible scenarios that resulted in the Unit 4 explosion. Analysis
will be provided April 22.
- Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST to resolve apparent conflicts over the swing shift and
midnight shift and returned to NRR for consortium concurrence by Wednesday, April 27.
- "Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR
with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.
-

PMT Overview and Priorities
- PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document aligning it with Japan's
evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Line Organization comment by COB
April 26, and release to the Federal Family middle of next week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
- Request from Japan PMT to coordinate review of two documents, Japan Regs for emergency preparedness,
planning and programs, for how they compare to U.S. PAGs. Review comments are requested by Friday,
4/22/11 - task #4892 to NSIR.

Request from Japan PMT to evaluate "Waste Container" and radionuclide in MOX sludge.
Second-look the released source term and assess the difference, update ifrequired.

-

-

LT Overview and Priorities
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Industry Consortium (supplies) call is scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy

-Next

Japan will send the Request Matrix out for updating.
with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50
mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
Working with EPA to assist in a request from the US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo to help
them obtain acceptable shipping containers for radioactive materials. Forwarded the request for

-Working

-

Information to Helen Peterson Inthe Foreign Commercial Services Unit of our Embassy InJapan as
requested.
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
- ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
- Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
- Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
- USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
- NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead detailed comments on the TEPCO Roadmap on 4/22.
This assessment incorporated comments received from the Consortium. The Japan Site Team provided
comments back to the RST. Comments were then provided to Fred Brown for closure on 4/25. Awaiting
internal concurrence from the Consortium on the Roadmap.
Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.
Provided details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
RST Overview and Priorities
- Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
- NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap. Input has been received from the NRC Site Team. Goal is to have
document back to Site Team by COB 4/25.
Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST provided final draft for consortium concurrence on 4/22.
Goal is to provide to Japan Site Team by COB on Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR
with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document (4969) aligning it with
Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
- On 4/25, Ned Wright (NSIR) obtained information from a U.S. news report that the Navy is tracking floating
debris fields and is going to follow up with Vince Holahan (FSME) to determine if they will monitor for
radioactivity.
Also on 4/25, from Ned Wright, information that NOAA was going to put the plume modeling on hold for 2
weeks. Ned contacted NOAA and NOM said that the government of Japan has requested input from IAEA
representatives. There is a 2 week or more delay due to the representatives' arrival. The Liaison Team is
going to check with Chuck Casto to determine the Ambassador's needs.
LT Overview and Priorities
Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will send
the Request Matrix out for updating.
- Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50
mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
- US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers
for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson, in the Foreign Commercial Services Unit US Embassy Japan has
this for action.
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
April 25.'12,
2011
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator
This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.

NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.

Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 1 1 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. A core team of managers and experts continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 km) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday to prohibit residents
from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only be allowed to
enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government supervision. No
member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The government added some
towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "no-entry" directive (Kyodo
News, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances -. 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
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To account for current plant conditions and status of the fuel in the reactor vessels, the NRC
Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and recommendations for the
Fukushima Dalichi units based on the severe accident management guidelines (SAMGs). The
updated assessment will include the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric Power
Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of Nuclear
Energy (DOE/NE) and will be provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the Chernobyl
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accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is approximately 10%
of the amount from the Chemobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotopic analysis. Groundwater flow leads the ocean
(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPCO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4/19).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmap towards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station." This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... " This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water. (4/19)
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. Concerns involve not
having the exact water level and how to dispose of the water in the drywell.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to
be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad
levels and debris in the area.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 21, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 22)
Unit I - ('NRC Priority:!)

Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV level 2 TAF (NISA 4/8). The
volume of sea water injected to cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum
to the core plate (Source: GEH, US Industry). Vessel temperatures 115.10 C at bottom
drain, 137.7 0 C at FW nozzle (Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure (Ch A: 75.6 psig, Ch B:
171 psig) (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Stuck open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting
nitrogen (N2) to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure steady at approx. 13
psig, torus pressure at 10 psig (Source: IAEA 4/20).
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Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 140C (Source: DOE SITREP 4/25/2011, uncertain,
overhead thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source:
DOE 4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to
SFP in March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/16), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: Failed (Source: TEPCO 4/20), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west
gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Ufnit 2 - (NRC Priority:2)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8)
Bottom head temperature 115.3*C (Source: NISA 4/16), feed water nozzle temperature
137 IC (Source: IAEA 4/20). RPV pressure: Ch A: -3.1 psig, Ch B: -2.6 psig (Source:
DOE SITREP 4/25/2011). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/18/11 (Source:
IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on April 23, 2011 (Source: Site Team).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/20).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
-1.6 psig (Source: TEPCO 4/13).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
470 C (Source: DOE SITREP 4/25/2011). Chemical analysis of SFP water shows high
cesium and low iodine levels, leading TEPCO to believe no spent fuel has melted, but
rather mechanical crushing of some of the fuel assemblies by falling
equipment/structures. Chloride levels from prior seawater additions raises concern for
cladding corrosion. (Source: TEPCO) Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO
4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF). The leak of contaminated water
into the ocean has been stopped (Source: Multiple Reports).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)
Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 110.31C,
FW nozzle temperature: 74.6 0C (Source: DOE SITREP 4/25/2011). RPV pressure Ch A:
-4.4 psig, Ch B: -12.4 psig (Source: NISA 4/16). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA
4/8). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: Site Team 4/14). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0.6 psig and Torus Pressure 9.8
psig (Source: TEPCO 4/12). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 59 0C estimated (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain
overhead thermography from 4/15). Fresh water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8
(Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons fresh water added 4/18. (Site Team 4/20).
Rad Levels: DW: 1570 R/hr, Torus: 59.4 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/19); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
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Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (VRC Priorit':4)

Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 81IC (Source: DOE Conference Call 4/25/2011, uncertain,
overhead thermography). Freshwater added via concrete pump 4/9, additional spraying
as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 100 Tons fresh water added 4/19;40 tons added 4/18
(Source: Site Team 4/20). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on
4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO,
uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from
the pool may not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more
indicative of the isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has
been suggested by the NRC Site Team, and TEPCO is considering.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (N•NRC Priorit,:5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (NRC Priority: 6)
Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
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As requested by the Japan Site Team, PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's emergency
preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and Japan
approaches to protective measures.
On April 22, 2011 DOE states in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
higher levels of radioactive material have been detected in sea water samples near the water
intake of one of the reactors and that there are no traces of highly radioactive water leaking into
the sea from the plant. The full NHK News article reports that sea water containing highly dense
radioactive material is piling up due to a special fence set up in the area to keep the leakage of
the contaminated water from the Number 2 reactor water intake. (4/22/2011 NHK News)
On April 22, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan through April 20 were less than 32 pRlhr- a
level that poses no known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
On April 22, 2011 DOE states in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that:
TEPCO disclosesmap of radiation levels at the damaged Fukushima Dalichi nuclear

plant. Radiation levels around Unit 3 reactor building, damaged by a hydrogen explosion, are
higher than other locations; 300 m~vlhr was detected in debris on a nearby mountainside.
More hin Media Reports. High level maps at hftto'/fww~w.nisa-meti.aoiot/enoglishl/files/en20110423-

6.html (NHK and Kyodo). (4125 DOE)

International Response

*

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily relocated
from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found online at:
http:l/iapan.usembassy.cqov/e/acs/tacs-alert20110415. html.
" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons learned from
Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
" NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and Finland also
participate intermittently.
* An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with US
Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.
Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 Sv 100 rem
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)
DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

SFP SRV TAF RPV -

Spent Fuel Pool
Safety Relief Valve
Top of Active Fuel
Reactor Pressure Vessel
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One-Pager - Fukushima Daiichi

ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead detailed comments on the TEPCO Roadmap on 4/22.
This assessment incorporated comments received from the Consortium. The Japan Site Team provided
comments back to the RST. Comments were then provided to Fred Brown for closure on 4/25. Awaiting
internal concurrence from the Consortium on the Roadmap.
Held interactive consortium conference call, discussing and updating 19 open government-to-government
actions.
Provided details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
-

-

RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
NRR is reviewing the TEPCO roadmap. Input has been received from the NRC Site Team. Goal is to have
document back to Site Team by COB 4/25.
Received "RST Assessment Rev. 2" from NRR, RST provided final draft for consortium concurrence on 4/22.
Goal is to provide to Japan Site Team by COB on Wednesday, April 27.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR
with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization continues to work on the final "Composite" document (4969) aligning it with
Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
On 4/25, Ned Wright (NSIR) obtained information from a U.S. news report that the Navy is tracking floating
debris fields and is going to follow up with Vince Holahan (FSME) to determine ifthey will monitor for
radioactivity.
Also on 4/25, from Ned Wright, information that NOAA was going to put the plume modeling on hold for 2
weeks. Ned contacted NOAA and NOAA said that the government of Japan has requested input from IAEA
representatives. There is a 2 week or more delay due to the representatives' arrival. The Liaison Team is
going to check with Chuck Casto to determine the Ambassador's needs.
LT Overview and Priorities
Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, 4/26/11 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will send
the Request Matrix out for updating.
Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of US Citizens who live within the 12 and 50
mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
US -Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers
for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson, in the Foreign Commercial Services Unit US Embassy Japan has
this for action.
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ET Overview and Priorities
ET turnover: WebEOC turnover list, one-pager, list of major documents, tasker list, ET Log Book.
Plant and fuel pool conditions are generally unchanged.
Headquarters Operations Center transition activities continue. Documented the process for tasking actions to
Line Organizations. See Ops Center Transition Plan Document (WebEOC).
USAID will transition support for NRC Japan Site Team to NRC (OCFO/OIP) on May 1. USAID will continue to
support until May 1.
NRC reviewed and provided to Japan Site Team Lead detailed comments on the TEPCO Roadmap on April
22. This assessment incorporated comments received from the Consortium. The Japan Site Team provided
comments back to the RST. Comments were then provided to Fred Brown for closure on April 25. Awaiting
internal concurrence from the Consortium on the Roadmap.
Provided details to appropriate NRC staff on SharePoint site for document retrieval.
RST Overview and Priorities
Continued monitoring of Units. Conditions at the units were static.
Completed NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap, which was provided to the site team. NRC review will be
provided to Japanese Government early Tuesday morning (Japan time). Consortium to provide comments on
accuracy only by COB Wednesday, April 27.
"RST Assessment Rev. 2" will be restructured to more closely align with NRC review of the TEPCO Roadmap
and sent back to the Consortium for their review and concurrence.
"Interim Comprehensive Assessment" (Global Assessment/Interim Safety Assessment) will be worked by NRR
with data from previous two assessment document; target completion by Friday, April 29.
PMT Overview and Priorities
PMT, via the line organization, continues to work on the final "Composite" document (4969) aligning it with
Japan's evacuation instruction, commensurate with a "Travel Advisory." Goal: Receive Line Organization
comment by COB Tuesday April 26, and release document to the Federal Family middle of next week.
Japan Team is actively tracking radiation readings, and investigating agricultural and marine impacts.
- The Japanese government will begin euthanizing debilitated and dying livestock within the No-go zone (20 km
around site) on or after April 25. The government must have owners' consent to euthanize. Euthanized
animals will be disinfected with slaked lime and wrapped in vinyl sheeting. Prefectural government staff and
veterinarians are in charge of this activity with a daily maximum exposure limit of 50 mSv. At this time, they
will not work in a few towns with relatively higher radiation levels.
On April 25, Ned Wright (NSIR) obtained information from a U.S. news report that the Navy is tracking floating
debris fields of about 60 to 70 miles in length. Vince Holahan (PACOM) provided information that the
University of Hawaii is tracking this under contract with NOAA, and that the U.S. Coast Guard will probably be
tasked to monitor the debris field as it migrates eastward. Other assets are monitoring the situation as well.
Also on April 25 we received information that NOAA was placing the plume modeling on hold for two weeks.
NOAA said that the government of Japan has requested input from IAEA representatives. There is a two week
or more delay due to the representatives' arrival.
-

-

LT Overview and Priorities
Next Industry Consortium call scheduled for Tuesday, April 26, 2011 at 2000 (EDT) - U.S. Embassy Japan will
send the Request Matrix out for updating.
- Working with Japan Site Team to determine approximate number of U.S. Citizens who live within the 12- and
50- mile radius of the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.
- U.S.- Japan Economic Strategy Institute in Tokyo requested help in obtaining acceptable shipping containers
for radioactive materials. Helen Peterson in the Foreign Commercial Services Unit U.S. Embassy Japan has
this for action.
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USNRC Emergency Operations Center Status Update
Earthquake / Tsunami Status Update
Compiled by Liaison Coordinator

This report includes NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan.
Historical and background information can be found in past reports.
NRC's Top Priorities
1) Continued assessment of plant and radiological conditions and protective action
recommendations.
2) Providing technical assistance to the US Ambassador in Japan and the Japanese
Government.
3) Coordination with other US Departments and Agencies, the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), Bechtel, General Electric Hitachi (GEH), Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), and the Japanese military.
Status
At 0946 EST, March 11, 2011, the NRC entered Monitoring Mode, and the agency continues to
monitor the unfolding events in Japan. In that the situation is not yet stable, NRC continues its
24 hour support in headquarters and a fully-engaged site team in Japan. During the week of
April 11 th, NRC increased the size and adjusted the skill set of its site team to better support the
work activities in Japan. On April 11, NRC transitioned a great portion of its response support
efforts to its line organizations. A core team of managers and experts will continue to staff the
Headquarters Operations Center on a 24 hour basis.
Press releases related to the situation in Japan can be found online at:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.
NISA and TEPCO have started holding joint press conferences to improve communications with
the public. The first press conference occurred April 26 and lasted 3 hours. More joint press
conferences are scheduled for the week.
The current protective action recommendation for US citizens residing within 50 miles (80 kin) of
the Fukushima Daiichi site is to evacuate. The NRC continues to evaluate this
recommendation. According to media sources, Japan decided Thursday to prohibit residents
from staying within a 20-kilometer radius of Fukushima NPP. People will only be allowed to
enter the zone for up to two hours to collect belongings under government supervision. No
member of the public would be allowed within 3 km of the site. The government added some
towns outside the 20-km radius to the list of areas covered by its "no-entry" directive (Kyodo
New, 22 April.)(0600 4/22 SITREP)
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As reported by Kyodo News early Thursday 21 April, TEPCO announced highly radioactive
water that leaked into the Pacific Ocean from the Daiichi nuclear plant in early April contained
an estimated 5,000 terabecquerels of radioactive substances - 20,000 times the annual
allowable limit for the plant - with TEPCO reporting total leakage amounting to 520 tons.
TEPCO estimates the leakage to have lasted for six days through April 6.
To account for current plant conditions and status of the fuel in the reactor vessels, the NRC
Reactor Safety Team (RST) is updating an assessment and recommendations for the
Fukushima Daiichi units based on the severe accident management guidelines (SAMGs). The
updated assessment will include the input and concurrence of INPO, GEH, Electric Power
Research Institute EPRI), Naval Reactors, and US Department of Energy Office of Nuclear
Energy (DOE/NE) and will be provided to the NRC Site Team in Japan.
The US DOE and the US Environmental Protection Agency are the Federal communicators for
questions regarding possible domestic impacts from the events in Japan and on domestic
monitoring.
The Commission established a senior-level agency task force to conduct a systematic review of
NRC processes and regulations with specific near-term and long-term objectives.

Status of NRC Licensee and Agreement State Facilities
Air sample and standing water sample results from US nuclear plant licensees have been
entered into a password protected database established by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).
NRC and Federal partners have access to the plant data.

Industry Consortium / Contractor Activities
The industry consortium is composed of government and industry representatives working to
respond to Government of Japan (GoJ) requests for material and assistance. Consortium calls
are typically held daily on technical issues at 11:00 EDT and are held at 2000 EDT on days
agreed to by the consortium for topics including supply needs by GoJ.

Current Understanding of Japanese Facilities
(This information is compiled from the NRC in-country team, TEPCO press releases, Japanese
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) press releases, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
(JAIF) compiled data and assessments, IAEA information releases, Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan, World Association of Nuclear Operators, DOE and others.)
Fukushima Daiichi
IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the Fukushima Daiichi plant. The Japanese
government announced that it is revising the emergency plans for Fukushima Daiichi to
establish potential evacuation zones in case of another emergency. The Chief Cabinet
Secretary indicated this is being done because plant conditions are not yet stable.
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On April 12, 2011, NISA raised the rating for the events at the Fukushima Daiichi site on the
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) from 5, "Accident with Wider
Consequences," to 7, "Major Accident," citing calculations by both NISA and the Nuclear Safety
Commission of Japan (NSC) of radioactive materials released from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors. This new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2, and 3
as a single event on INES. NISA notes that while an INES rating of 7 is the same as that of the
Chernobyl accident, their current estimated amount of radioactive materials released is
approximately 10% of the amount from the Chernobyl accident. (Source: NISA and IAEA 4/12)
Groundwater sampling near Units 1 & 2 showed increased radiation levels 6-38 times greater
than previous measurements, based on isotope analysis. Groundwater flow leads to the ocean

(Source: Site Team 4/15). TEPCO completed pumping out low-level liquid radwaste from the
common-area radwaste building and applied sealant. TEPOO is transferring highly radioactive
water from the Unit 2 turbine building basement to the radwaste facility; expecting 26 days to
complete. (Source: Site Team 4119).
TEPCO expects to have a tanker barge available by mid-May that will be able to hold 27,000
Tons of liquid radwaste, giving them a total of 60,400 Tons of liquid radwaste storage capacity.
TEPCO estimates that a total of 50,000 Tons of highly contaminated liquid radwaste will have
been generated onsite by the end of May. (Source: Site Team 4/16).
On April 17, TEPCO released a document titled "Roadmaptowards Restoration from the
Accident at Fukushima DaiichiNuclear Power Station."This document sets out a two-phase
action plan to bring "the reactors and spent fuel pools to a stable cooling condition and [mitigate]
the release of radioactive materials .... This plan envisions actions over the next six to nine
months. (Source: TEPCO 4/17). Staff is currently reviewing the document and seeking
Consortium input.
TEPCO is considering adding boric acid to the core cooling water.
TEPCO has concerns regarding flooding up the drywell and prefers the existing approach of
//feed and bleed for core cooling, with some leakage into the drywell. Concerns involve not
having the exact water level and how to dispose of the water in the drywell.
TEPCO is considering: 1) entombment of the Unit 2 reactor building to stop leakage believed to
be emanating from the suppression pool, 2) trying to ascertain whether the water in the Unit 2
basement may be coming from another unit, 3) requesting US assistance and expertise with
processing high level radwaste, and 4) inerting Unit 3 drywell however difficult due to high rad
levels and debris in the area.
TEPCO is experiencing challenges in accessing portions of the facility due to highly radioactive
sludge and is exploring methods to address the problem. (Source: TEPCO)
STATUS as of 1200 EDT, April 26, 2011 (0100 Japan, April 27)
Unit I - (NRC Priorit,:/)

Core Status: Estimated 70% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV level 2TAF (NISA 4/8). The volume of sea water injected to
cool the core has left enough salt to fill the lower plenum to the core plate (Source: GEH,
US Industry). Vessel temperatures 111.3 0 C at bottom drain, 137.70 C at FW nozzle
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(Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV pressure (Ch A: 78 psig, Ch B: 183 psig) (Source: DOE
4/25).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injection via temporary electrical pump to FW line at 26.4 gpm
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH). Stuck
open SRV (Source: Site Team, confirmed by TEPCO 4/7). Began injecting nitrogen (N2)
to drywell at 0130 Japan time on April 7 (Source: IAEA, 4/7).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected, slow leakage, DW pressure decreased to 10 psig,
torus pressure at 10 psig and slowly increasing from N2 injection (Source: IAEA 4/18).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged (hydrogen explosion)
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature is at 36 0C (Source: IAEA 4/16, uncertain, overhead
thermography). Periodic freshwater spray using concrete pump truck (Source: DOE
4/3). SFP has 292 assemblies with last transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in
March 2010 (Source: GEH 4/2).
Rad Levels: DW: 6830 R/hr (Source: NISA 4/8), Reported instrument failure (Source: INPO
4/8), Torus: 1080 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12), Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at
west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF).
Power: On external power (Source: NISA); equipment testing in progress (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
U[nit 2 - (NRC Priorit,:2)

Core Status: Estimated 30% damage (Source: TEPCO), fuel partially or fully exposed (Source:
JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). RPV Level 3/5 TAF (NISA 4/8) Bottom head temperature no data,
feed water nozzle temperature 122.9 0 C (Source: DOE 4/25). RPV pressure: Ch A: 12
psig, Ch D: 11 psig (Source: DOE4/25). Stabilized at atmospheric pressure since
3/18/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9). May begin injecting nitrogen on April 20, 2011 (Source:
NHK).
Core Cooling: Fresh water injecting at 30.8 gpm (Source: IAEA 4/25).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO). DW Pressure:
o psig (Source: IAEA 4/15).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO), blowout panels removed
from side of reactor building to reduce hydrogen buildup (Source: visual).
Spent Fuel Pool: Full fresh water injection continuing (Source: IAEA 4/5), fuel pool temperature
41 (Source: IAEA 4/18). 60 Tons of fresh water added 4/10 (Source: IAEA 4/14).
Rad Levels: DW: 2810 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Torus 68.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12);
Outside site at plant gate(s): 4 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source:
JAIF).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 3 - (NRC Priority:3)

Core Status: Estimated 25% damage (Source: TEPCO), Bottom head temperature 1i1.81C,
FW nozzle temperature: 74.6 0 C (Source: IAEA 4/25/2011). RPV pressure Ch A: 0 psig,
Ch B: 0 psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). RPV level -2/5 TAF (Source: NISA 4/8). Stabilized at
atmospheric pressure since 3/22/11 (Source: IAEA 4/9).
Core Cooling: Freshwater injection via fire line at 30.8 gpm via temporary electrical pump
(Source: IAEA 4/25). Recirculation pump seals have likely failed (Source: GEH).
Primary Containment: Damage suspected. Drywell Pressure: 0 psig and Torus Pressure 9
psig (Source: IAEA 4/18). Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems accessing
equipment (Source: NHK).
Secondary Containment: Damaged (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO)
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Spent Fuel Pool: Low water level. Temperature 41.6 0 C estimated (Source: DOE 4/25), Fresh
water sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8 (Source: TEPCO 4/9). -30 Tons added on 4/18
(site team 4/20).
Rad Levels: DW: 1740 R/hr, Torus: 67.1 R/hr (Source: TEPCO 4/12); Outside site at plant
gate(s): 4.0 mR/hr at west gate (very slight trend downward) (Source: JAIF); 100 R/hr
debris outside Rx building (covered).
Power: On offsite power (Source: NISA 4/3)
Unit 4 - (NVRC Priority:4)
Core Status: Offloaded 105 days at time of accident (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Core Cooling: Not necessary (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Primary Containment: Not applicable (Source: JAIF, NISA, TEPCO).
Secondary Containment: Severely damaged from hydrogen explosion (Source: JAIF, NISA,
TEPCO).
Spent Fuel Pool: Temperature 200 C (Source: JAIF 4/18). Freshwater added via concrete pump
4/9, additional spraying as needed (Source: TEPCO 4/9). 195 Tons fresh water added
4/12 (Source: IAEA 4/14). Fresh water spraying restarted by concrete pump truck on
4/15 (Source: IAEA 4/16). Water level -2.5m above top of fuel (Source: TEPCO,
uncertain). The extent of fuel damage, if any, is uncertain. Analyzed isotope levels from
the pool may not be indicative of the actual state of fuel in the pool and may be more
indicative of the isotopes from the water sprayed into the pool. Further sampling has
been suggested by the NRC Site Team, but due to the complexity of obtaining samples
from the pool, TEPCO has not planned further sampling.
Power: On offsite AC power (Source: DOE 4/3)
Unit 5 - (NRC Priorit,:5)

Unit 5 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
Unit 6 - (\RC Priority:6)

Unit 6 remains in stable cold shutdown, with offsite power.
NRC priorities are based on analyses by the Reactor Safety Team. Unit 1 is priority 1 based on
the belief that primary containment functionality, though degraded, can still be preserved if the
responders take actions to inject to the RPV and primary containment. Unit 2 is priority 2
because of the apparent damage to primary containment and the other barriers to release. This
damage requires continued attention to cool the core and provide water to the primary
containment to minimize potential for release. Unit 3 is priority 3 because primary containment
may be nominally functional but continued attention is required to pursue core cooling and
injection.
Other Plants
There was no reported impact from the April 11, 2011 earthquake on other facilities.

Protective Measures Team (PMT) Update
The PMT continues to assess available dose rate information from DOE AMS data, the US
Navy, TEPCO, and MEXT.
The PMT is the NRC Headquarters Operations Center point of contact for a "composite"
document that takes conditions such as plant stability, radiological conditions, and local
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infrastructure into consideration in order to re-evaluate the current 50-mile evacuation
recommendations. The PMT will vet this document through Federal partners. The lead within
NRC is the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) with NRR Support.
As requested by the Japan Site Team, PMT is coordinating the review of Japan's emergency
preparedness, planning and programs to identify differences between the U.S. and Japan
approaches to protective measures.
On April 22, 2011 DOE states in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
higher levels of radioactive material have been detected in sea water samples near the water
intake of one of the reactors and that there are no traces of highly radioactive water leaking into
the sea from the plant. The full NHK News article reports that sea water containing highly dense
radioactive material is piling up due to a special fence set up in the area to keep the leakage of
the contaminated water from the Number 2 reactor water intake. (4/22/2011 NHK News)
On April 22, 2011, DOE stated in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that
all aerial measurements at US facilities in Japan through April 20 were less than 32 pR/hr - a
level that poses no known health risk. (Source: DOE 4/17).
On April 22, 2011 DOE states in their 0600 Japan Earthquake Response Situation Report that:
TEPCO discloses map of radiation levels at the damaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
plant. Radiation levels around Unit 3 reactor building, damaged by a hydrogen explosion, are
higher than other locations; 300 mSv/hr was detected in debris on a nearby mountainside. More
in Media Reports. High level maps at http://www.nisa.meti.go.jp/english/files/en20110423-6.html
(NHK and Kyodo). (4/25 DOE)

International Response
"

The US Embassy in Japan is preparing for the return shortly of US citizens who voluntarily
relocated from the Tokyo area and has issued a travel alert on the subject that can be found
online at: http://iapan.usembassy.qov/e/acs/tacs-alert201 10415.html.
" The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at www.iaea.org.
* NRC has daily teleconferences with the United Kingdom's Health and Safety Executive, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, and the French Nuclear Safety Authority. IAEA and
Finland also participate intermittently.
" An Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) staff member in Tokyo is coordinating with
US Government staff at the US Embassy concerning equipment requests.

Reference
Units
1 rem (rem) = 1,000 millirem (mrem)
1 Sievert (Sv) = 1,000 milliSieverts (mSv) = 1,000,000 microsieverts (pSv)
1 rem = 0.01 Sv = 10 mSv
1 Sv = 100 rem
TF = (9/5 x Tc + 32)
1Kilometer (km) = 0.62 mile (mi)
Reactor Abbreviations
atm - Atmosphere (unit of pressure)

SFP - Spent Fuel Pool
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SRV - Safety Relief Valve
TAF - Top of Active Fuel
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel

DW - Drywell
FW - Feed Water
gpm - gallons per minute
RHR - Residual Heat Removal
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